
Peace Promise accomplishes its work through a
committed and dedicated team of volunteers

who represent many different faith communities
located throughout Central Pennsylvania. On a

weekly basis, Peace Promise volunteers
connect with women who  have been referred

to us in a variety of ways  from law enforcement
to outreach in local strip clubs to form

friendships and assess their needs. Outreach
volunteers communicate a simple message:
"You are precious. You are valued. You are

loved. We are here for you."
 

We envision transformed lives filled with
endless opportunities, meaningful relationships,
and enduring peace. We  steward a promise to
future generations to remain increasingly aware

of and actively engaged in confronting the
distortion of our hyper-sexualized culture. 

 
Once a survivor is safely transitioned out of

exploitation, we offer an individually
customized care plan based on specific needs

and goals. The plan is intended to facilitate
meaningful employment, healthy relationships,

and loving self-care. 

ECONOMIC 
EMPOWERMENT

FOLLOW US

Finding and sustaining gainful employment is
one of the most exploitable vulnerabilities our
women experience. Lack of employment
opportunities that consider and make
adjustments for their backgrounds is the
largest contributing factor to why many
women never escape. Providing economic
empowerment that supports their recovery
and healing process turns vulnerability into
empowered, sustainable living. 

Main Office: 717-686-9160

PO Box 1502 Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
admin@peacepromise.org
www.peacepromise.org

We assist in recovering hope and
strengthening the lives of those
impacted by sexual exploitation

in our community.

www.rubycof feeandco.com

www.soapsbysurv ivors.com

CONTACT

Ruby Coffee + Co. was
founded with two goals: serve

good coffee and empower
survivors of trafficking. Through

trauma-informed employment
and barista training, we are

able to offer economic
development opportunities.

Soaps by Survivors is an
opportunity of hope for
those caught in the grips of
sexual exploitation and
human trafficking. We offer
natural bath and beauty
products with all proceeds
going directly to Peace
Promise to aid in supporting
those we serve.

244 S 17th St., Camp Hill, PA 17011

https://peacepromise.org/


"I AM SAFE. I AM
RECOVERING. I HAVE HOPE."

-Jewel, Survivor

SUPPORT &
TRAINING

EDUCATION &
AWARENESS

OUTREACH &
INTERVENTION

We build relationships on a weekly
basis with women who are being
exploited in the commercial sex
industry. Through care and trust-
building, we become "somebody" to
women who feel they have nobody.
Our lives become intertwined with
their lives through friendship, offering
them true kinship and hope for the
future.

Peace Promise seeks to impact the
hyper-sexualized culture with
messages of healthy sexuality and by
humanizing the people exploited
through trafficking, pornography, the
commercial sex industry, and
prostitution. We speak we at schools,
college campuses, hospitals,
churches, and to community groups.
In these  discussions, we educate
people  on the realities of exploitation
and  how that looks much different
than the version of trafficking that we
see in the media. We bring stories of
real people  to those we educate to
help them see the whole person and
not just objectified bodies. We
believe everyone has a role in shifting
the current culture. 

Life skills are a significant part of what we
do. We address practical needs first and
foremost, followed by employment
support, transportation, counseling,
legal services, and daily life skills
education. We provide opportunities
necessary for the women to have long-
term success in regard to their financial,
personal, and spiritual life. We do life
with the women we serve. 

"I AM WHERE I AM TODAY
BECAUSE OF PEACE
PROMISE."

-Nikki, Survivor


